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Crafting with Love – Books Page Wreath with Rose 

The kit will have: 

Book Pages 
Paper Plate Backing 
Ribbon to Hang Wreath 
Petal Templates  
Red Paint 
Wood “Stem” stick 
Paint Brush 
 
You will need: 
Tape 
Scissors 
Glue Gun & Glue Sticks  
 (if you don’t have one,  
we have few to borrow) 
 
 

Book Page Wreath (Center Rose Instructions on Back) 
 
1. Roll about 50 book pages into tubes.  
2. This is perfect to do in front of the tv or while listening 

 to an audiobook.   
Grasp the two corners of the long edge. The bottom should 
Be thumb up but the right hand side should be thumb down.  
Hold the bottom of the tube as you start to twist to make a tube. 
Keep twisting with your right hand into a tube. But your thumb 
Into the top of the tube and twist until the tube is tight.  Tape 
Tube tight. 

  

Want more help? 
Watch Lesley do this project Live 
on Facebook on Thursday, 
February 11 @ 6:00 pm 
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Your first ones will probably start loose but persevere!  They’ll get 
Better quickly!  Fifty tubes later, you’re ready to go! 
 

Assembly 
Set your glue gun on a stable surface with a piece of paper below 
To catch drips. 
 
1. Flatted bottom of tubes and  
glue them in a circle, leaving 
space between each tube. 
 
2. Once down the first layer of  
tubes, do another layer, 
filling in the open areas. 
 
3. Careful not to burn your gingers - hold the end of a pencil to push 
 the tubes flat to make glue adhere. 
 
4. After you’ve down two layers, snip the bottom of the next round 

Of tubes about an inch.  Glue another round. 
 

5. Continue the rounds, with another layer, snipped smaller until 
 All you have left is room for your rose for the center. 
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